SEE CLB STD PLAN #305 (TYP)

SEE DETAIL A SHEET 2 OF 2

NUMBER OF DRIVEWAY SKIP MARKS VARIES, SHOWN ON PLAN

WHITE 6" STRIPE

SEE DETAIL A SHEET 2 OF 2

8' TYPICAL OR 7'-0" MIN.

RED 4" STRIPE AS SHOWN ON PLAN

WHITE 4" STRIPE

WHITE 6" STRIPE
K71—TYPE BOLLARD DELINEATOR (7.5" x 28")
WHEEL STOP DEVICE (48" LENGTH)
DETAIL 39 STRIPE

3.5' 4' 5' 4' 3.5'
L=20'

TYPE 1 — FOR SPEED LIMITS OF 30 MPH OR LESS

K71—TYPE BOLLARD DELINEATOR (7.5" x 28")
WHEEL STOP DEVICE (48" LENGTH)
DETAIL 39 STRIPE

3.5' 4' 5' 4' 7' 4' 5' 4' 3.5'
L=40'

TYPE 2 — FOR SPEED LIMITS OF 35 MPH OR GREATER

WHEEL STOP AND DELINEATOR
DETAIL A

NOTES:
1. BIKE LANE AND PARKING AREA WIDTHS VARY AND WILL BE SHOWN ON PLAN.
2. STRIPING DETAILS SHALL CONFORM TO THE LATEST EDITION OF THE CALIFORNIA MANUAL ON UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES (CA MUTCD).
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